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Abstract: Non-volatile memory is a promising material
that covers both cache and secondary storage in a
memory hierarchy. Many software platforms exploiting
non-volatile have been developed and provide user-level
programming interfaces. However, common programs
cannot allocate non-volatile memory. In this paper, we
introduce a code generation method for HEAPO that is
one of non-volatile memory software platforms. With
the method, a program designed for a legacy operating
system using DRAM as main memory is converted to a
program running on the non-volatile memory platform
without code modification manually.
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APIs to existing programs.

2

Background

In this section, we explain HEAPO [4] that is one of
non-volatile memory software platform. Fig. 1 shows a
virtual address space in HEAPO. A new segment named
persistent heap is defined in the address space, and
persistent objects are allocated in the persistent heap.
Pages in the persistent heap are mapped to physical page
frame from non-volatile memory. HEAPO is designed
for a hybrid system that uses STT-MRAM [9] and
DRAM as main memory.

Introduction

DRAM is used as main memory in almost computer
systems from a tiny embedded system to a massive
database server. DRAM has critical limits such as power
consumption, scaling capacity, data recovery overhead
and serialization overhead. Non-volatile memory
devices have been developed, and each device has
different characteristics. So, they are expected to be used
for each component in the memory hierarchy.
While non-volatile memory devices have been
developed, many researches in software have been
attempted on filesystem [1-3] and persistent object
programming interfaces [4-7]. Persistent object means
that data has to be kept permanently and can be accessed
by processes or an operating system until it is removed
[8]. Software platforms for a persistent object are
developed to benefit a persistent memory object instead
of a persistent object in a secondary storage. However,
most programs are designed to run on a legacy operating
system that does not provide non-volatile memory.
To make a program use non-volatile memory, source
code of the program can be modified to use persistent
object programming libraries which are provided by
non-volatile memory platforms. Each non-volatile
memory platform has its own programming model and
APIs. Thus, a user has to learn each platform
programming model and the way on using APIs.
In this paper, we introduce an automation technique to
convert a common program to a program that runs
non-volatile memory platform without manual code
modification. With the proposed method, a user does not
need to know how to apply programming models and

Figure 1. Address space in HEAPO and NVRAM

HEAPO has its own namespace like a filesystem. A
process uses a persistent object based on its name like a
file. HEAPO provides programming library and APIs to
manipulate persistent objects for a programmer. If a
programmer uses HEAPO programming library on
coding a program, the process allocates non-volatile
memory to store a persistent object. The allocated
persistent objects are kept permanently in NVRAM, so
that can be used by processes or system afterward.
The programming model of HEAPO is simple. HEAPO
provides C Programming language user-level library.
The most necessary APIs are pos_create(), pos_map(),
pos_delete(), pos_malloc() and pos_free(). First, a
process creates a persistent object by pos_create() with a
name that does not have to be duplicated with other
persistent objects’ names. If a persistent object that has
the same name exists, a process fails to create a
persistent object with the name. In the above-mentioned
case, the process maps a persistent object existing
already in NVRAM to its process address space by
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pos_map(). Since a persistent object is created or
mapped, the process can allocate dynamically a memory
chunk in bytes from a persistent object by pos_malloc().
The way on using pos_malloc() is almost similar to
malloc() from C standard library. As expected by the
names of APIs, pos_delete() is used to delete a persistent
object in the persistent heap, and pos_free() is the same
role with free() from C standard library.

3 Code regeneration method based on
profiling

find memory objects among all objects in heap that will
be changed to a persistent object. And then, the APIs of
HEAPO are applied to the program code based on
information that are gathered by profiling. Fig 2 shows
the code regeneration process.
Code profiler uses front-end library of low-level virtual
machine (LLVM) [10] compiler framework. The
front-end library provides programming APIs to modify
LLVM IR code for a programmer. By the APIs, a
programmer can modify intermediate representation (IR)
code of a program. Code Profiler inserts instructions of a
function call back and forth on instructions of memory
read/write to count memory accesses.

Figure 2. Process of code regeneration

In this section, we describe the automation technique to
convert a program to a program that runs non-volatile
memory platform. We consider memory objects in heap
segment to apply the non-volatile programming model
and APIs. In the process address space, memory objects
are stored in data (bss), heap, and stack segment.
Memory objects in each segment has its own properties
and purposes in the legacy programming model. A
memory object in heap is dynamically allocated while
the program is running which is generally used to build a
data structure that are dynamically updated. Also,
memory objects in heap can be accessed throughout the
program by referencing the memory address unless they
are deallocated. On the other hand, a local variable that
is given a local scope can be only accessed within in a
function and a block where the variables are declared in.
Local variables are automatically allocated and freed. In
the legacy programming model, recursive function and
multi-threaded programming exist, and a local variable
is used throughout the models. And a global variable in
data (bss) segment including local variable declared with
static keyword has global scope meaning that it is visible
throughout the program. However, in the proposed
methods, programming APIs are used. To convert global
variables, modifying loader may be required. For the
reasons, we rule out local variables and global variables
as consideration of persistent object. Fig 2 shows the
code regeneration process.

3.1 Profiling program code
The procedure of converting a program consists of two
components. First of all, a program code is profiled to

Figure 3. Modification on LLVM IR code by code profiler

Fig 3 represent modifying LLVM IR code to gather
information of memory accesses. Gathered information
is saved in a comma-separated values (CSV) [11] format
in a file with added IR code when the process terminates.
A program through profiling executes more instruction
to gather memory information and take longer execution
time than the execution time of the original programs.
Code profiler uses dynamic profiling approach, so the
result of profiling and generated code can adapt to
change the memory access patterns of the application.

3.2 Criterion for a persistent object
In order to apply HEAPO programming library to a
program code, we should find a proper memory object
as a persistent object. While a process is running, the
process accesses memory to read and write frequently.
Each memory device has different characteristics. By
code profiling, the read and write counts of each
memory object are gathered. And then, energy
consumption of memory objects allocated on DRAM
and STT-MRAM is calculated.
Table I Memory parameter (45nm) [12]
RAM
DRAM
STT-MRAM

Latency (cycles)
24
read: 20
write: 60

Energy (nJ)
0.72
read: 0.4
write: 2.3

For the energy consumption for read and write memory,
we use the parameter in Table I [12] in which
STT-MRAM requires lower read energy consumption
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while it consumes more energy to write than DRAM.
The read and write energy consumption for DRAM is
0.7nJ for both, and STT-MRAM is 0.4nJ and 2.3nJ for
read and write, respectively. The calculated energy
consumption of DRAM and STT-MRAM are compared.
Then, memory objects that consume lower energy with
STT-MRAM are chosen as persistent objects.

3.3 Applying persistent object APIs
To use a persistent object, a process must create a
persistent object before manipulating a persistent object.
Like a file, a persistent object has its own unique name.
Thus, a name of a persistent object must not be
overlapped with other objects. The name of directory
where original program code resides is used as a default
name of a persistent object. In generated code, all
persistent object programming APIs use the name as a
parameter. After setting the name, a new persistent
object is created or a persistent object existing already is
mapped into process address space to use. A process has
to create or map a persistent object to call other
persistent object programming APIs to manipulate.
pos_create() creates a new persistent object, and
pos_map() maps a persistent object that is already
created. First of all main() is called when process runs,
so function call syntax for pos_create() and pos_map() is
inserted at the beginning of main(). Then, the API that
creates a persistent object is generated at the beginning
of main() of the program.

HEAPO programming model and how to apply the APIs
to a program code.

3.4 Selectively deallocate memory
A program code through code regeneration includes both
memory allocation functions for DRAM and NVRAM.
In a process address space, the persistent heap is
separated from the heap. Memory chunks allocated by
malloc() should be deallocated by free(), and memory
chunks allocated by pos_malloc() also must be
deallocated by pos_free(). Generally, dynamic memory
allocation is used to make a data structure like a linked
list. The problems are that malloc() and pos_malloc()
together exist in generated code based on profiling and a
pointer by malloc() or pos_malloc() can be referenced
by several pointer variables. Deallocating only the
pointer variable that is in the information by profiling
code may occur critical errors. Thus, verifying memory
location is required to check whether the memory is
from the heap or the persistent heap when memory is
freed in generated code.
Persistent heap of HEAPO in 64bits address space starts
at 0x5FFEF8000000 and ends at 0x7FFEF8000000.
Memory free syntax should be generated with a
conditional statement. The generated conditional
statement is based on the memory addresses to choose
free() and pos_free(). When generating code for
deallocating memory, a name of pointer variable that is
used for an argument of free() are extracted by regular
expression. Generated memory deallocation syntax
consists of more than one statement and is grouped into
a block. Since the generated code spans multiple lines,
we use a block to group new code together to prevent
conflict with the original code. Fig 5 show how to
regenerate deallocating memory code.

Figure 4. Programming model of HEAPO and APIs

Profiler saves information of memory object allocation
code as a text file. The information includes a name of a
file, a line number, and a variable name of malloc().
pos_malloc() allocates a chunk of memory within
persistent object created by pos_create(). The API takes
a size of memory length and additionally a name of a
persistent object. The return value is a memory address
pointer. The name from pos_create() and the size from
malloc() in original code are used as parameters for
pos_malloc(). The size from malloc() is extracted using
regular expression. Fig 4 show a simple code of the

Figure 5. Selectively deallocating memory
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Experiment

To demonstrate the proposed method, we use
applications named mobibench [13] and susan from
mibench [14]. We verify that a program by the technique
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run HEAPO and the output of the program is same as
the out from the original program. Table II shows a
number of heap memory objects that fit NVRAM, an
execution time of an original program and an execution
time of a program coded with HEAPO programming
library.
Table II Code regeneration result
Program
mobibench [13 ]
susan [14 ]

Memory
object
2(15)
3(9)

Execution Time
original HEAPO
0.901s
1.647s
0.065s
0.157s

Mobibench is a benchmark tool for simulating IO
characteristics. In the result, it has 2 memory objects
among 15 objects in the heap that fits NVRAM. The two
memory objects are allocated in NVRAM by HEAPO
programming library. The execution time of a program
that is regenerated by the proposed method is increased
by 1.8x because HEAPO has its own software layer to
manage a persistent object in persistent heap. The
original program uses malloc() from C standard library.
On the other hand, the regenerated program uses
HEAPO library, and the process has to pass the HEAPO
software layer to manipulate a persistent object. The
overhead comes from more changing mode from user to
kernel and searching a persistent object in the
namespace of HEAPO. Susan is a program that
highlights edges of an image. In the case of this program,
3 objects among 9 objects fit NVRAM. Also, the
execution time is increased by 2.4x than the execution
time of the original program.
The result shows that programs have even a small
number of persistent objects and regenerated program
code by the proposed method runs without manual code
modification. However, the longer execution time can be
critical issues, so the proposed method cannot match
some program.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a technique that converts a
program to a program running on NVRAM software
platform without manual code modification. To
automate generating code, we propose the criterion for a
persistent object using energy consumption. The
technique allows converting programs without learning
NVRAM software platform and the way on using its
APIs. Including HEAPO, many NVRAM software
platforms have been developed. The technique can be
applied to other NVRAM software platforms. As a
future work, we try to the technique to other NVRAM
software platform to provide an environment to make
many various programs run on NVRAM software
platforms.
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